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1. Introduction

The luxury travel market is projected as being

the fastest growing segment of the travel industry

worldwide, in the forecast for the period between

2021 and 2027 (Luxury Travel Market, 2021).

Furthermore, the global luxury travel market size

was valued at $945.6 billion in 2019 and is expec-

ted to grow at a CAGR of 11.1% during 2021�2027

to reach 1,198.3 billion in 2027 (Luxury Travel

Market, 2021). Additionally, several authors (e.g.

D'Arpizio et al., 2016), predicted growth in expe-

rimental luxury services in the early 2020s.

Generally, luxury tourism follows the trends of

all other luxury products and services coming from

other markets and industries, with the di�erence

that, as a sector, it is not regularly considered as

part of the luxury industry. However, similar to any

other product or service (traditional luxury goods,

such as cars, watches, clothes or cosmetics, among

others), luxury tourism is distinguished from the

others mainly by its brand image, uniqueness and

high prices (Horwath HTL, 2011).

In the tourism industry, luxury tourism is con-

sidered a special niche, not only from the supply

side but particularly from the demand side. Luxury

tourism is represented by two distinct categories,

with opposing characteristics. Thus, one category

consists of the preference for exclusive holidays in

places frequented mostly by celebrities (e.g., exotic

islands, cosmopolitan cities, and distant countries

located in other continents). In the opposing ca-

tegory, preferences

lie for unexplored and untouched places (de-

serted islands, isolated beaches, cities with less

demand and no pollution, and which may have a

special history that has given them a certain mea-

ning) (Popescu & Olteanu, 2014).

The pro�le of luxury tourism customers is

rather broad as it covers a wide typology of custo-

mer categories in cases where luxury tourism with

a level of quality of services compatible with their

level of earnings is practised (Teodorescu 2009).

In addition, Popescu & Olteanu (2014) found that

social recognition, the manifestation of social sta-

tus and display this to their relatives, friends and

acquaintances and colleagues are the factors with

the greatest importance for standard customers of

luxury tourism.

For Hennings et al. (2012), the luxury mar-

ket, including the hospitality sector, can be acces-

sible to any consumer, and furthermore, it has a

continuous and active evolution. Therefore, these

authors argue that luxury tourism has become

available to larger and wider ranges of tourists due

to the change and transformation of the traditio-

nal luxury consumption model by a new sensibility

to experiential luxury.

Interestingly, it is notable that some more re-

cent mainstream literature attests that consumers

are increasingly more predisposed and receptive to

luxury goods characterised by sustainability-related

elements (Athwal et al., 2019): "There is a need

to include sustainability in luxury tourism to be-

ne�t the environment, local communities, tourist

destination and luxury tourists. However, sustai-

nable luxury tourism is an emerging concept and

needs more investigation"(Gurung et al., 2022, p.

353).

The aim of this study is to examine the concept

of luxury tourism by understanding its assumpti-

ons from various perspectives and in di�erent con-

texts, dimensions, and features, from the traditio-

nal perspective to mandatory innovation and sus-

tainability associated with this. This study hence

aims to address this cutting-edge question: What

are the main emerging drivers for achieving the

new paradigm of future luxury tourism?

This purpose of this study is fourfold, namely:

to develop a theoretical background covering a

set of luxury tourism themes; to develop a novel

methodology approach; to provide forecast statis-

tics for the luxury travel market; to close with a

conclusion and discussion. Overall, this study aims

to o�er a perspective on the tourism concept of lu-

xury tourism over time, with intent to reinforce the
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strict relation with sustainability.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Origins of luxury tourism and evolution

According to Fuhs (1992) and Neale (1981),

luxury tourism was developed by elite European

aristocrats who visited the popular mineral springs

and spas in various places, such as Bath in Britain

and also in Wiesbaden along the Rhine. The con-

cept of luxury tourism most notably appears in the

grand tour (Cohen, 1992). Mostly, until the boom

of mass tourism in the 20th century, luxury leisure

tourism travel was undertaken to elite locations

(Moscardo & Benckendor�, 2010). In Europe, lu-

xury tourism emerged in the nineteenth century,

especially with a focus in Switzerland, particularly

adventure travel such as mountaineering (Jones,

2020). The emergence of luxury tourism was paral-

leled in Switzerland and the United States. There

was a strong growing appreciation for natural sce-

nery, with the attempt to create a distinct artistic,

literary and philosophical culture, speci�cally in the

�rst half of the nineteenth century (Gassan, 2008).

Remarkably, attainable luxury tourism has

emerged over recent years, resulting from the

growth of the middle class, in which luxury tourism

has become both democratised and accessible (Ye-

oman & McMahon-Beattie, 2018). Regarding the

evolution of luxury, Yeoman & McMahon- Beattie

(2018, p. 205) argue that:

The concept of luxury is incredibly

�uid and changes dramatically across

time and culture. In the past, it

was associated with champagne, ca-

viar, designer clothes and sports cars.

Nowadays with increased a�uence, lu-

xury is blurred and is no longer the

preserve of the elite. Thus, understan-

ding change is essential in forecasting

the future.

More generally luxury in the tourism industry

was initially directed to hotel brands and tourist

destinations, but in recent years it has become clo-

sely associated with a more intangible dimension,

with the regular ful�lment of desires through a set

of conditions and bene�ts o�ered to consumers

(Crotts, 2003). Contemporary luxury tourism tra-

vellers prefer unspoiled destinations in order to ap-

preciate authentic, unique, real experiences, which

stimulate them both physically and intellectually

(Yeoman, 2008).

In brief, the evolution of luxury tourism today

is no longer just understood as a traditional mar-

ket but as being personal, individual, authentic,

genuine and experiential, among di�erent cultures

and societies, based on their typologies, characte-

ristics and behaviours.

2.2. De�ning luxury tourism

Epistemologically, the English word luxury (the

French luxe, the Italian lusso, and Portuguese luxo)

derives from the Latin term luxus, meaning ex-

cess (Dubois, Czellar & Laurent, 2005). Table 1

summarises the set of the most cited de�nitions of

the term luxury. It can be inferred that the con-

cept of luxury has not evolved over the years, re-

maining within a typically traditional perspective.

Therefore, this statement is explained by the still

prevalent, but not absolute concept of the old lu-

xury of consumption and global elitism (Yeoman &

McMahon-Beattie, 2006). Albeit conversely, there

is great subjectivity around the concept of luxury,

since for Bakker (2005) what may be very luxurious

for one tourist can mean something typical, basic

or mainstream for another, because luxury tourism

is perceived in di�erent ways according to its vari-

ous consumers (Park, Reisinger & Noh, 2010).
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Table 1 | The eight dominant and most cited de�nitions of luxury in the literature review

Source: authors' own elaboration

Consequently, the de�nition of the concept of

luxury tourism can be both subjective and relative,

since it is strongly based on an amalgam of tan-

gible and physiological characteristics, in addition

to the individual and unique perspective and eva-

luation that each tourist attributes to it (Fedeli,

2010).

Given this, the World Tourism Forum (2016)

speci�cally suggested including a set of eight niche

markets in the luxury tourism concept, as follows:

(1) accommodation in all-inclusive, luxurious �ve-

star hotel suites and resorts; (2) cruise ship tra-

velling or going on personalised yacht and boat

tours or river cruises; (3) travels involving luxury

shopping; (4) golf tourism; (5) private jet jour-

neys; (6) extreme experience tourism (e.g., deep

ocean tourism, space tourism, undiscovered desti-

nations tours); (7) mini indulgences, such as VIP

airport services; and (8) unique customised and

personalised tours with authentic experiences. In

addition, the Global Tourism Forum is an internati-

onal collaboration platform focused on addressing

the challenges for the travel industry, combining

the joint e�orts of government entities/public po-

licies, stakeholders industry and academia.

From another complementary perspective, re-

lating pro�le of international consumers, according

to the outcomes of a study (Gardyn, 2002), for

53% of white consumers, luxury is recognised as

a status symbol or prestige, compared to 43% of

African Americans, and 41% of Hispanics. Moreo-

ver, trendy or fashionable luxury is de�ned mostly

by minorities (30% of African Americans and 33%

of Hispanics, compared to 18% of whites). Luxury

is de�ned as glamorous, classic or elegant accor-

ding to consumers' age. African Americans and

Hispanics in the 35�54 age group are most likely

to perceive luxury as wasteful, unnecessary and ex-

travagant.

In luxury and tailor-made holidays, travel and

tourism, the sense of luxury is essentially evoked

by the following four factors (Bakker, 2005): (1)

uniqueness � a unique o�er is enough to create a

sense of luxury, because the product is not within

everyone's reach. Having meals made from rare

ingredients or enjoying a new spa experience can

evoke a sense of luxury; (2) prestige/social status

� an o�er is perceived as a luxury when it confers

a certain prestige on the traveller who receives it.

For instance, in the case of a traveller telling an

acquaintance about his stay at a resort with a pri-

vate butler service, the belief is that the listener

thinks that the traveller has a higher status; (3)

cost � an item is mostly considered luxury because

it is indeed expensive, particularly when the o�er

does not have a tangible attribute that justi�es the

price increase. When a guest stays at a Four Sea-

sons resort for the �rst time, they appreciate and

experience it as being more luxurious compared to

a guest staying there for the 15th time; and (4)

time � luxury is mostly understood dually, i.e., as

pampering and as a convenience. Given that time
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is considered one of the most precious resources in

many travellers' lives, giving time back to travellers

can be perceived as a luxury. For example, when

a guest is served breakfast in bed or, in another

situation, the guest is o�ered a helicopter service

from the airport to the resort, the guest may also

perceive it as a luxury (including if the helicopter

service involves the process of being evacuated, for

security, safety or other convenience reasons, such

as from the Great Barrier Reef, in Australia, to

the mainland, after feeling seasick from the trip,

as occurred with one of the authors).

In the domain of the luxury tourism industry,

there has never been a fully consensual de�nition of

luxury among scholars, and this is still lacking, due

to its high subjectivity of perceptions and its mea-

ning being derived from the personal and interper-

sonal perceptions and dimensions of each tourist.

In light of this, Correia, Kozak and Del Chiappa

(2020, p. 966) advocate that �luxury is a complex

and ill-de�ned concept that needs more empirical

studies to be undertaken�. Through a comprehen-

sive literature review, Kuntz et al. (2020), analy-

sed 113 articles published in scienti�c journals co-

vering a period of 20 years and highlight the in-

creasing importance of sustainable luxury topics,

stating that �research on sustainable luxury is a

fast-growing �eld (. . . ) which, by spanning across

many disciplines, provides rich evidence for theory

and practice� (p. 3).

As the global luxury tourism market gradually

expands and new internal and external markets

continuously emerge within a new generation of lu-

xury tourists, it is essential to respond to the new

trends and challenges emerging in the new era of

modern and future luxury tourism. In fact, �there

is not even a generally accepted de�nition of what

constitutes luxury tourism, which makes even es-

timating its size, let alone its impact, challenging�

(Jones, 2020, p. 3).

2.3. Demand for luxury tourism

It is argued that in addition to past luxury

market segments, new ones are emerging (Park

& Reisinger, 2009). Hennings et al. (2012, p.

1018) concluded that �regardless of their countries

of origin, the basic motivational drivers of luxury

consumers are similar among the �nancial, func-

tional, personal, and social dimensions of luxury

value perceptions, although the relative impor-

tance of these dimensions varies�.

Similar to Maslow's pyramid theory of the hi-

erarchy of needs, the hierarchy of luxury travel

needs (Amadeus, 2016) applies quite similarly to

the behaviour of the luxury tourist, i.e., the more

satis�ed and ful�lled a tourist is with one level

of luxury, the higher the willingness and need to

proceed to a level of luxury above, seeking to sa-

tisfy their higher motivations. Amadeus's report

(2016) in Tourism Economics, conceptualised the

hierarchy of luxury travel needs (Figure 1) (valida-

ted by luxury travel leaders during a 2016 luxury

connections event), identifying luxury travellers'

motivations and service level expectations based

on tribes in terms of their behaviours, intentions

and varying levels of a�uence.

Typically, the pro�le of the luxury tourist is

based on the X generation and they are middle-

aged (on average between 45 and 54 years old). In

terms of status, this type of tourist is characterised

by having a high disposable income and available

leisure time (Park et. al., 2010). From another

perspective, Lee (2006) advocates that Generation

X (university graduates with good jobs and high

disposable incomes) are in the top 25% of the U.S.

consumers who spend a third more on personal lu-

xury items, such as travel, than the baby boomers.
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Figure 1 | The hierarchy of luxury travel needs
Source: Amadeus (2016)

In general, luxury tourists, as Silverstein et al.

(2005) argue, are experienced travellers with an

adventurous spirit, with a considerable degree of

information, with di�erences between the various

socio-demographic pro�les (gender, age, marital

status, profession, status), but with similar income

and psychographic pro�les (Ikkos, 2003). The cul-

tural di�erences of tourist-shoppers in shopping for

luxury goods, are re�ected in the variables of age

(Kapferer, 1998); nationality (Chadha & Husband,

2006), in particular the strong impact of tourists'

national culture (McCleary et al., 2006); income

(Dubois & Duquesne, 1993); and attitudes (Du-

bois et al., 2005). Another integrated perspective

states that �luxury is now mainstream, addressing

the desire to live a luxurious lifestyle without ha-

ving to be in the highest income brackets� (Crotts,

2003, p. 3).

Luxury is perceived di�erently by Western and

Asian tourists (Wong & Law, 2003). In their

study, Park and Reisinger (2009) examined the

main di�erences of the luxury and travel goods

which tourists buy when on vacation, among Wes-

tern, Asian, and Hispanic tourists. Thus, the re-

sults show that: (1) Western and Asian tourists at-

tach more importance to buying �gifts for others�

than Hispanic tourists; (2) Asian tourists attach

more importance to buying �golf equipment�, �he-

alth spa/wellness treatment�, �luxury cruises�, and

�luxury yachts/rentals� than Hispanic tourists; and

(3) Western tourists attach more importance to

��ne dining� than Hispanic tourists.

In turn, �tourists want remote hotel suites, se-

cluded tables at restaurants, private villas with a

private beach or pool, personal tour guides, trai-

ners and cooking chefs. Many a�uent travellers

are concerned about privacy and are willing to pay

for its high premium price� (Park, Reisinger & Noh,

2010). According to Johnson (2013), luxury travel

is strongly linked to the maximum authenticity of

the experiences in a destination, as well as immer-

sion in the local culture.

As part of the main outcome of a study, Park,

Reisinger and Noh (2010) described the eight

underlying factors and sub-factors of the luxury

tourist-shopper behaviour pro�le, as shown in Ta-

ble 2.
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Table 2 | Factors of the luxury tourist-shopper behaviour

Source: adapted from Park, Reisinger and Noh (2010)

A study carried out by Horwath (2011), th-

rough International Luxury Travel Market, con-

cluded that, in terms of luxury, there are �ve

traveller pro�les, namely: (1) the super-active,

independent-minded, educated customers; (2) the

explorer; (3) the candidates; (4) the streetwise

purchasers; and (5) the standard luxury traveller

(Table 3).

Table 3 | Pro�les of the luxury traveller

Source: Horwath (2011, pp. 12�13)

Di�erent and recent approaches were taken by

Amadeus (2016), projecting growth patterns un-

til 2025, suggesting a di�erent and evolutionary

perspective of segmenting the luxury tourism con-

sumer for future generations into three groups of

luxury traveller tribes: the Reward Hunters, the

Simplicity Searchers, and the Obligation Meeters

(Table 4). Based on the three segments presen-

ted in the previous table, the same groups can be

sub-divided through their travel patterns, referred

to as Luxury Traveller Tribes, identi�ed into the

following six sub- segments: (1) Always Luxury;

(2) Special Occasion; (3) Bluxury; (4) Cash-rich,

Time-poor; (5) Strictly Opulent; and (6) Indepen-

dent & A�uent (Table 4) (Amadeus, 2016).

In addition, there are three other luxury traveller

tribes that neither express nor directly exhibit obvi-

ous luxury behaviours, namely: Ethical Travellers,

Cultural Purists and Social Capital Seekers. To

sum up the context of luxury traveller tribes, sup-

porting the above standpoints, it is noteworthy to

explore the direct comparison between Always Lu-

xury and Special Occasion luxury traveller tribes

(Amadeus, 2016) (Table 5).

According to the Global Opportunity Analysis

and Industry Forecast, between 2021 and 2027,

the luxury travel market is classi�ed and segmen-

ted by type of tour (customised & private vaca-

tions; adventure & safari; cruise/ship expedition;

small group journey; celebration & special events;
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and culinary travel & shopping), age group (millen-

nial, Generation X, baby boomers and silver hair),

and type of traveller (absolute luxury, aspiring lu-

xury, and accessible luxury) (Luxury Travel Mar-

ket, 2021).

Table 4 | Luxury traveller tribes and sub-tribes

Source: adapted from Amadeus (2016)

Table 5 | Always Luxury and Special Occasion luxury traveller tribes

Source: adapted from Amadeus (2016, p. 20)

2.4. Luxury tourism products and services

In the context of the organisation of the luxury

travel industry, services fall into four main groups:

accommodation, transportation, experience, and

travel agents and tour operators (Horwath, 2011),

within the international luxury travel market. Ta-

ble 6 shows the relevant and distinctive sub-sectors

derived from these four groups.

Regardless of their typology, luxury tourism

services should correspond to �ve characteristics

(Veríssimo & Loureiro, 2013): (1) privacy; (2) per-

sonalisation; (3) simplicity and perfection (quality

assured at all times and without errors in proces-

ses); (4) authenticity (in the tourist experience);

and (5) comfort and safety.
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Table 6 | Factors and sub-factors of luxury travel services

Source: Horwath (2011, pp. 9�11)

A remarkable number of tourists are attrac-

ted by various luxury travel products and services

(Bakker, 2005). It is often argued (Kurtz, 2004)

that luxury travel goods and experiences provide

exclusivity, high social status, personalisation and

the greatest comfort available to tourists. In gene-

ral, tourists seek the highest quality product and a

wide range of services (Ikkos, 2003).

Generally, in a traditional tourism consumption

context, Berry (1994) argues that there are four

categories of luxury products and services that are

bought by tourists, such as: (1) "sustenance"(e.g.,

caviar, champagne and a chef to cook); (2) "shel-

ter"(e.g., accommodation with spa bath and sun-

bathing tower); (3) "clothing"(e.g., sheepskin co-

ats with accessories, perfume and jewellery); and

(4) "leisure"(e.g. various entertainment and sports

items). In addition, there are nine categories

within luxury travel and tourism products and ser-

vices, as follows: (2) luxury resorts/hotels; (2) pri-

vate villas; (3) luxury cruises; (4) private islands;

(5) yacht rentals; (6) adventure travel; (7) luxury

special-interest travel; (8) private jet holidays; and

(9) tailor-made tours (Bakker, 2005).

A di�erent approach was taken by Vigneron

and Johnson (2004) who found a set of �ve dimen-

sions of luxury goods, namely: (1) conspicuous

(social status and position and high price associa-

ted with luxury); (2) uniqueness (exclusivity, rarity,

and di�culty of obtaining luxury); (3) extended

self (one's self-appearance and identity re�ected

in consumption of luxury); (4) hedonism (personal

rewards and ful�lment acquired through the pur-

chase and consumption of luxury); and (5) qua-

lity (superior product qualities and performance).

More recently, Park, Reisinger and Noh (2010) ca-

tegorised luxury travel goods into fourteen cate-

gories, namely (1) �ne dining; (2) golf equipment;

(3) health spa/wellness treatment; (4) luxury ad-

venture travel; (5) luxury cruises; (6) luxury cul-

tural tours; (7) luxury eco tours; (8) luxury re-

sorts/hotels; (9) luxury special-interest travel; (10)

luxury yachts/rentals; (11) private islands; (12)

private jet tours; (13) private villas; and (14) tailor-

made tours.

In addition to the factors and characteristics

of luxury tourism goods and services, Dubois et

al. (2005) attest that luxury products comprise

six factors; their main characteristics are shown in

Table 7.
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Table 7 | Factors of luxury tourism products

Source: adapted from Dubois, Laurent & Czellar (2005)

Considering another complementary perspec-

tive in the �eld of luxury tourism service provi-

sion, from the side of service providers, Iloranta

(2019) pioneered the construction of the service

providers' perceptions model (Figure 2). Thus, the

service provider assumes a role as facilitator of the

luxury tourism experience, based on their own per-

ceptions and experience, as well as the customer's

expectation and context. The model (Figure 2)

demonstrates the favourable prerequisites o�ered

by service providers, which contribute to the co-

creation of a hedonic and eudaemonic well-being

experience derived from an ultimate and ordinary

luxury assumption.

Figure 2 | Model of the service providers' perceptions

2.5. Luxury tourism towards sustainability

Despite the increasing interest in sustainable

luxury tourism, extant theory and practice are un-

derdeveloped. Potentially, the practice of sustaina-

ble luxury tourism is considered a way to incorpo-

rate the care to cherish and maintain visited places

(Walker & Moscardo, 2016). However, sustaina-

ble luxury tourism continues an emerging concept

(Gurung et al., 2022).

In fact, it is widely known and recognised that

typical mass tourism is harmful to the environ-

ment. As a result of this fact, environmental edu-

cation has taken on a new role for luxury tourism

businesses (Jones, 2020). Consequently, in this di-

rection, it has been argued that �management and
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protection of landscapes and eco-systems are inte-

gral elements of a new wave of sustainable luxury

tourism� (Poelina & Nordensvard, 2018, p. 149).

Poelina and Nordensvard (2019) state that,

more than desirable, sustainable luxury tourism is

necessary. However, very little is known to date

about how sustainability in the luxury tourism sec-

tor should work and continuously progress in terms

of the value chain concerning the functional and

operational performance of the tourism hospitality

service. The major gap is the almost total ab-

sence of scienti�c advances concerning sustainable

luxury tourism worldwide, which means this latest

research topic remains very scarce. This highligh-

ted gap is reinforced by Moscardo (2017, p. 164),

who attests: �given that there are a number of

forces encouraging growth in luxury tourism and

that there is an increasing number of companies

claiming to provide sustainable luxury tourism op-

portunities, it seems timely to critically examine

this concept�; by Gurung et al. (2022, p. 353)

who reinforce that �sustainable luxury tourism...

needs more investigation�; and also by Spence et

al. (2022, p. 403), for whom �luxury tourism is an

emerging area of research and deserves considera-

tion for its implications for tourism and hospitality

management and policy development�.

Despite recessions, growing social inequality

and economic crises, it should be noted that sus-

tainability issues have become a challenge for the

continued success and growth of the luxury sec-

tor, although they are considered a paradox as well

as a provocation for some critics (Kapferer & Mi-

chaut, 2015). As a prior result of new sustaina-

ble luxury tourism concepts and ventures, ecotou-

rism hotels and resorts have emerged. In relation

to conventional luxury hotel chains, groups and

brands, these have advanced towards setting up

sustainability programmes and obtaining certi�ca-

tion (Jones, 2020). As their main �ndings, Spence

et al. (2022) discussed the need to measure the

social and environmental impact of luxury tourism

within the concept of luxury tourism as part of a

renewed understanding of luxury tourism in terms

of its crucial importance, production, consumption

and value.

In the tourism industry, including the luxury

cluster, sustainability represents a major key dri-

ver for guaranteeing success for most companies

(e.g. Kim et al., 2020). As Amatulli et al. (2021)

prove, the appeal of sustainability demonstrated

a positive reaction to luxury hospitality by tou-

rists. Considering the climate emergency on a glo-

bal scale, sustainable luxury tourism, especially in

remote destinations, is already starting to become

the sine qua non of luxury tourism in the post-

pandemic near future (Legrand, 2020). This has

resulted in a new emerging issue, namely the sus-

tainable strategy of luxury consumers (Lopes et al.,

2022).

3. Methodology

3.1. Focus group technique

The research literature considers the focus

group as the main type of moderately sized group.

The groups are �focused� because individuals are

gathered who previously have had some common

experience or presumably share some common vi-

ews, integrating a moderator (Yin, 2011, 2012).

Focus groups are one means of qualitative data

collection, using a researcher-led group discussion

to generate data (Given, 2008). The focus group

is recognised as one of the most suitable techni-

ques to conduct and validate qualitative research.

This methodology approach aims to achieve in-

depth data from a purposely selected group of par-

ticipants (Nyumba et al., 2018). Nyumba et al.

(2018) argue that the number of participants per

focus group (where reported) ranges from three to

21 participants with a median of 10 participants.

Therefore, the qualitative methodology used

for this study was a focus group, with the pur-
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pose of exploring a speci�c set of eight questions

(Tong et al., 2007) in order to rede�ne the concept

of new luxury tourism. There were derived from

the literature review, and are as follows:

(1) How would you de�ne new luxury tou-

rism and its future?;

(2) Are you a consumer of new luxury tou-

rism?;

(3) Who is a consumer of new luxury tourism

and what is their pro�le?;

(4) Is Asia a big luxury tourism market with

regard to demand and o�er? Why?;

(5) And what about the USA? Do they, as

the richest country in the world, seek luxury

tourism?;

(6) Are experiences the anchor of new luxury

tourism?;

(7) Will new luxury tourism become demo-

cratised in new and future generations?; and

(8) Is new luxury tourism compatible with

sustainability? In what way? Is new luxury

tourism sustainable?

The design of the focus group took the parti-

cipants' relationships with the theme at hand into

account. In this sense, the following precautions

were taken (Barbour & Schostak, 2005): (a) ac-

cess to the group members; (b) problem pro�le;

(c) perspectives and discursive skills of the group

members; (d) their identi�cation with the research

problem; (e) ethics in data collection, processing

and use; (f) possibility of recording the moment;

(g) representation of the experience of the research

process and the experiences of the group members;

(h) analysis process; and (i) production of a writ-

ten report.

The construction of the script emerged from

the in-depth analysis and respective outcomes of

the dominant literature review mentioned above,

through three major gaps identi�ed, namely:

(1) the �rst major gap is the almost total ab-

sence of scienti�c advances concerning sustainable

luxury tourism worldwide, which makes this latest

research topic remain very scarce. This highligh-

ted gap is reinforced by Moscardo (2017, p. 164),

who attests: �given that there are a number of

forces encouraging growth in luxury tourism and

that there is an increasing number of companies

claiming to provide sustainable luxury tourism op-

portunities, it seems timely to critically examine

this concept�; (2) in the domain of the luxury tou-

rism industry, there has never been a fully con-

sensual de�nition of luxury among many scholars

and this is still lacking due to its high subjecti-

vity of perceptions and its meaning being derived

from the personal and interpersonal perceptions

and dimensions of each tourist. In light of this,

Correia, Kozak and Del Chiappa (2020, p. 966)

advocate that �luxury is a complex and ill-de�ned

concept that needs more empirical studies to be

undertaken�; and (3) in fact, �there is not even

a generally accepted de�nition of what constitu-

tes luxury tourism, which makes even estimating

its size, let alone its impact, challenging� (Jones,

2020, p. 3). Therefore, a focus group script was

constructed which allowed the moderator to steer

the course of data collection. This technique al-

lows researchers to listen to the participants' soci-

ally constructed views and beliefs (Ennis & Chen,

2012) and they are relatively free to discuss the

topics addressed. The script was validated by two

experts from the Tourism Area of the European

Commission and the OECD Tourism Committee,

who reformulated it and presented the reformula-

ted version. It was then tested with a similar group

and reformulated again to be considered de�nitive.

In relation to ethical terms, throughout the

study, ethical principles were ensured and guaran-

teed through the participants' anonymity and the

con�dentiality of the data obtained during the fo-

cus group, with no information allowing for their

identi�cation and ensuring the ethical principle of
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autonomy. As such, a model of informed, free and

informed consent was drawn up for the researcher

and the participants.

3.2. Sample design and data collection

As for the inclusion criteria for the constitution

of the mixed focus group, the following were con-

sidered: researchers, practitioner-academics, and

practitioners; at least 10 years of professional or

academic experience, both at the national and in-

ternational level: and �nally, being directly linked

to the area of luxury tourism at the national and

international level.

The participants who were contacted and met

the inclusion criteria were informed of the study

objectives and the procedures that would be fol-

lowed for data collection, namely the audio recor-

ding of the focus group (no image recording). It

was explained how the session would take place,

that questions would be asked by the researcher

and that they would have total freedom to express

their opinions. The focus group was conducted via

videoconference. First, each of the six focus group

participants was given a brie�ng of the purpose of

the study when invited to participate. After accep-

tance, they received an individual restricted access

link to the videoconference. In addition, in selec-

ting participants, it was ensured in advance that

they shared perspectives on the investigation to-

pic, resulting in the creation of a heterogeneous

group, as per the main inclusion criteria, where the

only heterogeneous characteristic was based on the

simple similarity of participants' demographic cha-

racteristics. The moderator induced all six focus

group participants, of Portuguese nationality, to

express their opinions with guidance. In addition,

the moderator probed and followed up on all of the

topics of interest which emerged, while continuing

to add, clarify and validate data within the focus

group experience. All ethical standards were en-

sured and the con�dentiality of participants with

regard to data collection was guaranteed. The fo-

cus group was carried out on 16 May 2022, and

was three hours in duration, conducted in the En-

glish language. The audio material was transcribed

verbatim into a Word document that totalled nine

pages.

3.3. Data analysis method

As regards the analysis procedure, the mate-

rial obtained was imported into the NVivo soft-

ware. NVivo is a program for qualitative and mi-

xed methods research. Among the numerous pos-

sibilities and consequent bene�ts that using this

software makes possible, for qualitative research

it enables: 1) unstructured text, audio, video or

image data to be analysed and organised; 2) audio

and video �les to be played so that interviews can

be transcribed in the software itself; 3) social me-

dia data to be captured from Facebook and Twitter

using the NCapture browser plug-in; 4) notes and

captures to be imported from Evernote, 5) citati-

ons to be imported from EndNote, Mendeley, Zo-

tero or other bibliographic management software

and 6) simple text analysis queries (such as text

search or word frequencies) to be performed for

text data in several languages. Regarding quan-

titative analysis, descriptive statistics, inferential

statistics and meta-analysis, these tools are also

available in this software. To sum up, NVivo pro-

vides e�ciency regarding time, transparency and

multiplicity, but also enables the capture of mixed

data, both quantitative and qualitative, and the

accommodation of a large, rich amount of data,

regardless of the method used (Given, 2008; Yin,

2011, 2012). For each participant, cases and at-

tributes were created in order to characterise them

and enable the individual consultation of their tes-

timony.
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4. Results

The pro�les of a total of six participants in the

mixed focus group were divided into three groups,

each group composed of two participants, namely:

(1) researchers, (2) practitioner-academics, and

(3) practitioners. Table 8 shows their characte-

risation, considering the academic degree, years of

work, job title and position, and research area.

Table 8 | Participants in the mixed focus group

With regard to the study of word frequency as

an exploratory form of data, it consists of an ex-

ploratory analysis that allows the data to emerge

with more depth and �exibility (Kaefer, Roper,

& Sinha, 2015). The word cloud illustrates the

distribution of words and makes data visualisation

easier, as the more often the word appears, the

larger it is (Kaefer, Roper, & Sinha, 2015). Ac-

cordingly, a study of the 100 most frequent words

in the document containing the transcript of all

the interventions (exact matches) with a minimum

length of four letters was carried out. The most

frequent words were subject to a text search (lo-

cating the references in which these words were
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used) to appreciate the context in which they

were uttered. The analysis procedures followed

the stages of thematic analysis in order to iden-

tify, analyse and report the themes that emerged

from the transcripts of the participants' discourse

(Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2012). The categorisation

technique presupposed the transformation of data

to achieve a representation of their content.

Thus, the following steps were performed (Re-

sende, 2016): (a) a full reading of the texts obtai-

ned from the interventions as a whole; (b) initial

categorisation of the units of meaning based on the

questions in the guide of all interventions, naming

them according to the terms used in the research,

their purposes, and the researcher's experience and

knowledge; (c) reading by theme, category, and

subcategory, reviewing all the categorised mate-

rial, recon�guring the coding whenever necessary

and identifying the emergence of new categories

or their elimination; and (d) interpretation and

writing of the results for each theme and res-

pective substitutes. In this stage, after 'intimate

familiarity' (Charmaz, 2004) with the focus group

contents, we tried to establish a sequential and

coherent discourse of the issues addressed in the

interview, taking care to highlight the participants'

opinions and considerations.

Upon analysing the word cloud (Figure 3 and

Table 9) and taking the words that refer to the

present research into consideration, the impor-

tance of the three main ones becomes evident:

(1) luxury, (2) tourism, and (3) experiences. In

the current research, these three main words at-

test to their high relevance recognised as the major

outcomes, due to the fact that they are the most

consensual and similar in all questions in all focus

group participants. The results of this focus group

suggest (1) luxury, (2) tourism, and (3) experien-

ces as a cutting-edge dimensions which are closely

associated with the concept of new luxury tourism.

Figure 3 | Word cloud

Table 9 | Most frequent words (above 50% of the weighted

percentage)

Three themes, ten categories, and two subcate-

gories emerged from the data analysis of the three

themes, representing the perceptions and conside-

rations about the concept of new luxury tourism

(as shown in Figures 2 and 3). The total of these

themes, categories and subcategories encompasses

the paradigm of the concept of new luxury tourism

which as most explored, argued and discussed in

the focus group.

The mind map (Figure 4) represents the visua-

lisation of the data that emerged from the thema-

tic analysis. From the concept of tourism, three
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themes emerged: (1) luxury tourism, (2) exter-

nal markets, and (3) features of luxury tourism.

Speci�cally in order, the theme of luxury tourism

presents a higher number of categories with a total

of �ve, followed by the theme of the features of lu-

xury tourism with three categories, and �nally the

theme of the external market with two categories

and two sub-categories derived from one of them.

Figure 4 | Themes, categories, and subcategories emerging from the focus group

The analysis of the units of meaning of each

participant according to the category and subca-

tegories (Table 10) allows analytical �exibility and

shows how they can enhance transparency and

trustworthiness of the qualitative research process.

It can be inferred that the theme and underlying

categories that achieved the most importance in

terms of units of meaning for the participants was

luxury tourism with 34, then external markets with

22 and thirdly features of luxury tourism with 18

(as shown in Table 10).
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Table 10 | Units of meaning of each participant according to the category and subcategories

Regarding the main purpose of this focus group

� rede�ning the concept of new luxury tourism

� the participants thought it complex to de�ne

luxury tourism, pointing out that excessive con-

sumption and emotional emptiness (P3) changed

to speci�c interests and with purposeful meanings,

in-depth experiences that 'transform me through

the experience of travel' (P4), and with environ-

mental concerns (P6).

Excessive consumption and emotional

emptiness have given way to purpose

and meaning; futility has given way to

the depth of the experiences we choose

to live. A new reality that is re�ected

in holiday decisions, from the destina-

tion to the hotel, how to get there, and

above all: what is the purpose of this

trip? (P2)

To provide luxury is to provide the

customer with the opportunity to ex-

plore the authenticity of the destina-

tion, meeting their physical, emotio-

nal, and intellectual desires (high price

being usually a condition associated

with luxury). (P5)

Luxury should also be compatible

with sustainability and socially res-

ponsible marketing (good environmen-

tal practices, pet-friendly trends, eco-

motivations, and green marketing).

Particularly environmental concerns

(reducing waste, not destroying native

resources) mean that durable, reusa-

ble, and recyclable are the order of the

day and that luxury cannot forget to

be positive. (P5)

Table 11 summarises the key �ndings of the fo-

cus group, divided into the set of eight questions

including all six participants.
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Table 11 | Key �ndings of the focus group

5. Discussion of the research results

Discussion of the focus group results indica-

tes a set of main outcomes, boundaries, implica-

tions, advances and directions. The main outco-

mes and closing remarks are contrary to those of

most of the aforementioned dominant articles in

the literature review, contradicting the fact that

luxury tourism cannot be sustainable. Undoub-

tedly, this study represents a considerable novel

advanced phase in these unexplored issues and as-

sumptions, with cutting-edge focus group research

results.

Sustainable luxury tourism is noted as the

mainstream segment of luxury tourism, with a par-

ticular positioning and focus on new and future ge-
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nerations of tourists and travellers.

Very few authors (Moscardo, 2017; Poelina &

Nordensvard, 2018) have more recently been con-

tradicting the vast majority of authors (who also

negatively contest the possibility of luxury tourism

being sustainable) and defending the possibility of

the sustainable vector being applied to luxury tou-

rism. Therefore, the results of the focus group

prove and reinforce that luxury tourism can and

should also be sustainable. As proof of this, it

is mandatory that both traditional, conventional

luxury hotel chains, groups and brands must start

moving towards sustainability certi�cation through

requirements and programmes.

Therefore, because this study was the �rst of

its kind, as the combination of these two perspec-

tives (the traditional perspective to the sustainable

trigger of luxury tourism) has never been made, it

was not possible to directly relate the analysis of

the results to previous studies.

All focus group participants advocate that it

is absolutely crucial to rethink luxury tourism as

both a key element and a trigger leading to sus-

tainability. Further, based on these assumptions,

one of the greatest inferred contributions of sus-

tainable luxury tourism is its bene�t in the reen-

gineering planning of destinations and territories.

In light of this, in the future, destinations, terri-

tories and products that promote luxury tourism

o�erings should introduce sustainable sophistica-

tion factors in terms of the requirements of the

ESG framework.

It should be carefully considered that luxury

tourists tend to look for notable experiences which

are very much associated with the consumption of

tangible or intangible products and services pro-

duced at the destination. This means that luxury

tourism has to occur at the place of consumption.

By doing so, it demands higher involvement of lo-

cal products, services and human resources. These

are amongst the most critical factors de�ned by the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), and have

the capacity to link the economics and manage-

ment of tourists with territorial planning (Costa,

2020; Flores & Costa, 2022; Martins, 2022; Malta

et al., 2021).

To sum up the �ndings of the focus group,

what really is new luxury tourism? There seems

to be a need to move forward in developing a new

concept of luxury tourism that leads to the issue

of modernity, bringing it up to date. Hence, the

proposal is to rede�ne the concept of luxury tou-

rism through a new broad de�nition representing

the new post-COVID-19 pandemic era, namely:

Luxury tourism is now a mainstream

experience, covering all targets, ba-

sed on a broadly luxurious tourism li-

festyle, simultaneously a�ordable, ex-

clusive and versatile, which provi-

des an amalgam of components (e.g.,

functional, reward, indulgence, emoti-

onal, aspirational) comprising a bes-

poke servicescape, immersive and in-

tangible experiences, local cultures

and communities, and remote environ-

ments, revealing a new shift referred to

as the democratisation of luxury, lea-

ding to smart options and seeking in-

novation and sustainability as a global

mandatory requirement.

6. Conclusion and implications

A stream of multiple research analysed in the

dominant literature shows that the concept of lu-

xury tourism has not been stagnant over time;

quite on the contrary, it has followed the pace of

evolution of societies in di�erent perspectives and

contexts, adapting to new trends and emerging pa-

radoxes characteristic of the industry. It has been

proven that luxury tourism still remains closely as-

sociated with shopping tourism, due to the fact

that luxury shopping is very much encouraged in
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international travel and is one of its main elements,

and hence is widely recognised as a very popular

tourist activity, as well as the cross-cultural di�e-

rences between tourists and travellers. It was evi-

denced that, although cross-cultural luxury tourists

have di�erent motivations, emotions, reasons and

aspirations to consume and experience luxury tou-

rism, globally they possess identical values over the

decades, from the past to the present. Nowadays,

luxury tourism is in a continuous phase of transfor-

mation and is becoming increasingly democratised,

resulting from new generations and new behaviou-

ral patterns. Moreover, it can also be inferred that

luxury tourism is compatible with sustainability.

One of the major contributions of this study

is the understanding of the longitudinal and cross-

cultural di�erences of the concept of luxury tou-

rism, noting signi�cant changes in the way luxury

has been perceived and experienced, from traditi-

onal and conventional luxury tourism in its genesis

to the current new concept of emotional and sus-

tainable luxury tourism. Another main conclusion

of this study is the clear evidence of two appro-

aches to luxury tourism: the traditional version

which is represented as a form of luxury or notable

status, and the other context guided by new lu-

xury tourism, which is characterised by its emotio-

nal, hedonistic, experiential and sustainable form.

However, both share a set of characteristics, na-

mely quality, exclusivity, aesthetics and elegance.

The original contribution of this study was the pro-

posal of a new de�nition of luxury tourism, from

a multidimensional, transformational, current and

ongoing perspective, in order to advance this par-

ticular research area, as a theoretical contribution.

The assertion of this research is that since its

origin, the concept of luxury tourism has gone th-

rough various phases and stages from an evolutio-

nary and progressive perspective until today. Over

the years, the recognised concept of luxury tou-

rism has moved away from the traditional perspec-

tive, such as resorts and �ve-star hotels, towards a

wide diversity of unique experiences (including, for

example, climbing Mount Kilimanjaro with a large

and complex team, present both before, during and

after the endeavour, which is geared to getting the

adventure tourist safely to the top of the mountain

and then back home � as was the case with the

spouse of one of the authors). Luxury tourism is

considered an ever-evolving complex concept with

an amalgam of characteristics, factors and dimen-

sions that ful�l the lifestyle desires and motivations

of luxury tourists, mainly revolving around exclu-

sive, memorable and authentic experiences, with a

focus on value rather than price.

Luxury tourism is based on multiple factors, fe-

atures and attributes beyond the traditional con-

cept associated with luxury, and changes over

time. It is crucial that academics, practitioners

and marketers understand and develop strategies

that e�ectively accompany the shift from cultu-

rally conventional luxury tourism (e.g., the USA

and Asia) to the contemporary paradigm. This

can perhaps be seen as the ultimate challenge to

achieve, increasingly characterised by the increase

in sustainability inherent in the luxury tourism ex-

perience, by continuously designing sustainable lu-

xury tourism experiences, through a variety of new

forms and concepts of hospitality products, servi-

ces and accommodation.

Luxury tourism no longer belongs to the elite,

who were initially associated with it. Nowadays,

luxury tourism, derived from the a�uence of tou-

rists, can also be a non-traditional mass market

and is not necessarily only expensive. It can be

assumed that luxury tourism is more and goes

beyond the monetary value directly associated with

a tourism product or service, but rather the per-

sonal authentic experience of each tourist. These

facts support the argument that the concept of lu-

xury tourism is volatile over time, as cultures di�er

in their behaviours and consumption patterns.

Recent decades have been marked by parado-

xes in what luxury tourism was at its origin and in

what it has been transforming and changing into.

Nowadays, luxury tourism has already initiated ef-
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forts towards the sustainability associated with it,

as a way to respond to new patterns of luxury tou-

rism consumption by demand. This justi�es the

increasing proliferation of eco-resorts, resorts, ho-

tels, hostels and glamping units. Concerning con-

ventional and traditional luxury concepts, such as

hotel chains, groups and brands, their adaptation

and application of sustainable certi�cation in some

hotel services and amenities is noticeable. There-

fore, luxury tourism has contributed to the reduc-

tion of the environmental footprint.

Compared to traditional luxury tourism studies,

the study of sustainable luxury tourism is in a still

largely unexplored emerging state that deserves

equal scrutiny. Luxury tourism through sustainabi-

lity is overdue. A shift towards sustainable luxury

tourism implies a path and an in-depth unders-

tanding of the mechanisms that enable a succes-

sful combination of luxury and sustainability, and

would be meaningful and bene�cial for both practi-

tioners and academia, for a future research agenda.

Regarding the implications for management,

stakeholders of luxury tourism products and des-

tinations should be aware of the new paradigm of

sustainability in this segment in the future, due to

the fact of the emerging motivations and beha-

viours of luxury tourists in new forms of luxury

tourism. As future research, the development of

a model for sustainable luxury tourism is sugges-

ted, seen as a new trigger of luxury tourism, in a

post-outbreak crisis scenario.
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